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Beekeeping 101—September 11, 2016 
Rev. Dr. Linda Even 

United Church of Fayetteville 
310 E. Genesee St., Fayetteville, NY 13066 

 
For Reflection:  The community of believers is the place where we learn the language of faith, hope and 
love.  The speech and gestures of worship beckon us to dance between our woundings at the edge of 
adventure and experiences of bliss at the still center, a rhythm of journeying and homecoming.    
Kent Groff 
 

Gospel Reading:  Acts 2:41-47 
So those who welcomed his message were baptized, and that day about three thousand persons were 
added. They devoted themselves to the apostles’ teaching and fellowship, to the breaking of bread and 
the prayers. Awe came upon everyone, because many wonders and signs were being done by the 
apostles. All who believed were together and had all things in common; they would sell their possessions 
and goods and distribute the proceeds to all, as any had need. Day by day, as they spent much time 
together in the temple, they broke bread at home and ate their food with glad and generous hearts, 
praising God and having the goodwill of all the people. And day by day the Lord added to their number 
those who were being saved.  
 
Sermon: Beekeeping 101 
 Today is always a special day in the year for our congregation: the day Sunday School resumes, 
the choir is back, our program gears up and most appreciated by me – we begin to gather again after a 
summer hiatus that has had many of us traveling or at camp.  There is a continuing trickle back effect as 
more and more of us return over the upcoming weeks after wringing the last possible weekend from 
camp.   While we see most of us some time during the summer this is the time of year when we feel 
more whole.   So, it didn't seem like a day to just roll with the lectionary, as undoubtedly uplifting or 
informative as that would be for us.   Our text for the day describes a congregation with joy in the Lord, 
joy in one another and a sense of common calling for sharing and serving.  Like that congregation, ours is 
abuzz with activity as we begin this new year together.  
 Abuzz – and yes, frightening as that may be, that is how my mind works and how we came to 
consider Beekeeping 101 for our opening day.  I am currently a font of trivia on all things apiculture – 
which is, as you know, the art of beekeeping, not the care of primates.   Our focus today will be not be 
on mason bees, leafcutter bees, bumblebees or stingless bees, but will be on honeybees.  
 As I did my research for this week, I discovered that humans have been taking advantage of the 
work of honey bees since about 15000 BCE.  There is evidence that at least nine millennia ago, people 
were purposely nurturing bee colonies for their honey.   As early as the third century, Christian scholars 
began using bees symbolically and in many areas of the world, particularly the Mediterranean, Middle 
East and northern Africa, bees can be seen woven into tapestries and altar cloths, painted on walls and 
carved on pillars.    

Not only have Christian writers, scholars and churches found bee imagery helpful; just about 
every culture, philosopher and religious tradition in the past four millennia have found the bee to be a 
useful symbol, using it- the colony, the community of bees, as distinguished from the hive, the structure 
and honey  as extended, often painfully extended, metaphor. In fact, so extensive is the use of this 
imagery, I came to the conclusion that at least one contributing factor to Colony Collapse Disorder is the 
crushing weight of the overworked metaphor.      

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mason_bee
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bumblebee
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stingless_bees
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Nonetheless, we will take a chance this morning and consider a few characteristics of honeybee 
life and how we might draw helpful parallels to our life together. 
 Honeybees, unlike all the other bees mentioned, are social, not solitary bees.   They are born, live 
and sustain a complex society, and die in colonies.   "Alone, a bee will expire in a few days of loneliness.  
Observing this someone said, 'This is a way of saying you cannot keep a bee; you can only keep bees.  Nor 
can you keep a Christian, you can only keep Christians.'"  We live as a community.  While we take this 
congregation to those who cannot attend worship for reasons of health or other limitation, the rest of us 
have a responsibility to ourselves, to one another and to our God.  Christianity is more than an 
intellectual pursuit or private prayer practice and a congregation is more than a list of names.  We cannot 
truly experience community –the community Christ called us to live in -- when we are not among the 
people who comprise it.   We are encouraged to be here whenever we are in town.   In the weeks ahead, 
we will be invited to look around – to see people who haven't returned yet from summer activities or to 
attend to those whose physical limitations keep them from worship.   Do pick up your directories if you 
haven't already, to empower yourself for our days ahead, as we tune ourselves in to those with whom we 
serve.  
 Every bee in the hive has a job from birth to death.    Many folk envision the queen bee as 
sprawled on a honeycomb eating bonbons; but in fact, the queen bee works every day and usually 
doesn't live out a full lifespan due to the exhausting nature of her work – she often literally works herself 
to death.  If there is a parallel in congregation life, it is not a person among us -- it is our God in Christ 
who gave us birth, forms us in this community and did indeed die for the sake of the life of the faithful.    
 The rest of the jobs in the hive are assigned according to gender, size and age.   The ones called 
drones are males and their primary role is acting as progenitor for the generations of bees.  Those called 
worker bees are female.  As young bees, they do the housekeeping grunt work – washing the bathrooms, 
scrubbing the floors, taking out the trash, repairing the walls.  Some are called nurse bees as they feed 
larva, tend to brood cells, deliver food etc.  When they are a little older, they will be assigned to beat 
their wings to provide cooling ventilation and prevent the honey from melting or the hive from being 
destroyed by excessive heat.   Sometimes they act as guard bees, protecting the hive from invaders.  It is 
when they are older that they go abroad daily, leaving the hive to gather nectar, pollen, and water.  
 In this complex society in which we worship and serve, each of us has gifts and calling – not 
mandated by gender or age, but all according to the moving of the Spirit and needs of the church and the 
world.  But every one of us has a necessary contribution to make to the healthy life of the whole.   As we 
always do, we begin this season with a time for signing up – and if we didn’t walk past a lot of option 
boards on the way in, we will walk past them on the way to Fellowship.  But let's not walk past them.  
Stop.  Read.  Consider what they are offering and how we can take part in caring, in fellowship, holding 
babies, or in community witness and presence. There will be occasions for signing up as liturgist or to 
provide flowers or to offer music seasonally as well as throughout the year.  There is opportunity to help 
tend the building and grounds in the short or long term.  We don't need guard bees, but welcome bees 
offering that which we have received here to guests, visitors and others who don't know us well – or 
simply a welcome back to those who do is an excellent role to be filled. The nurse bees among us can 
make healing meals or visit the homebound.  There is no sign-up sheet for the position of queen bee – a 
short-term and deadly commitment if ever there was one.  

Even if we don't sign up today, take each opportunity under prayerful consideration.   Prayerful 
consideration is exactly that and not a permanent deferment from offering oneself in Christ's service.  
There is no one here without gift; no one here whom God is not calling; and there is every reason under 
the sun for using these things according to the purposes for which God has bestowed them.   If anyone 
has difficulty discerning what that might be for them, please call me that we might share visions and 
ideas.    
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As most of us know, when the bees return to the hive with their foraged nectar and pollen it is 
made into honey, which feeds the bees.  They make much more than they need, and the world benefits 
from their bounty.   We also benefit because their foraging activity provides the pollination necessary for 
the production of many fruit and vegetable crops, and even aids in the blossoming of some flowers and 
trees.   Both the bees and the world benefit from the bees going out and coming in – both have to 
happen for their and our life to thrive.      
 Sometimes, one can be near a hive and hear a lot of buzzing but no bees leave the hive.   It is 
usually a sign that there is bad weather coming, or already upon us or that the bees perceive some other 
threat to their life.   An occasional day at home is not a problem, but a long period of household buzzing 
without going into the world leads to the death of the hive and the detriment of the world.    

In these next few weeks, we are encouraged to do a lot of buzzing here at home, starting up, 
signing up, connecting, reconnecting, offering praise in music, breaking bread together and getting our 
complex life organized for a new year in service.  Then, on October 2, we begin to shape, train and 
empower ourselves for the going out that is as essential to our lives as the coming in.  We have named 
that World Communion Sunday, "Church in the World Sunday.”  At 9:30, we will come in and gather 
around this table, where we will be filled spiritually.  Then we will go out into the world.  We will preach 
the sermon with our bodies, this body in the world.   The whole event, the meal and the service form one 
worship service for the day.  It does not come in parts – it does not stop in this room.  There are options 
to call to people of diverse age, abilities, passions and gifts.  We say "Amen" when our group has finished 
the task set before them for the morning.  It may be that we will hear "Well done, good and faithful 
servants, well done" as our benediction.  We will certainly hear that benediction the following week, as 
we share with one another our experiences of being in the world for a morning.  It is one model, one 
experience, ONE WEEK out of the year; as we seek explore ways to shape our worship, our experience, 
and our development as Christians for an every-changing world.       

So it is –abuzz with activity, with joy, with hope and possibility, we begin a new year.  May our 
coming in and going out be fruitful for our life together and the life of the world.  
 


